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The origin of power laws in animal movement: shearwaters 

and avian navigation 
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Often the movement of actual animals look like more similar to the right than to 

the left picture and Klafter et al. (1990) suggested that zooplancton moves

adopting a Lévy step distribution and showed that in doing this these cells

improve foraging efficiency

Here the difference between a Brownian and a Lévy movements for a stochastic

forager.

( ) ( )lNlp λ−= exp22

( ) µ−= lNlp 11
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Viswanathan et al (2011) established a new 

research paradigm called

Levy flight foraging hypothesis

This statement arose a large amount of theoretical researches on the optimal

search strategy since experimental evidences is yet missing.
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The general idea is that in a poor prey field, a µµµµ value of 2 optimises food search

µ = 2 is a trade-off between

• leaving the food patch too early thus

missing foraging opportunities (ballistic

propagator)

• overexploiting a patch without being

able to locate a farer source

This states that, since Lévy walks

can optimize search efficiencies, natural 

selection should lead to adaptations 

that select for Lévy flight foraging.
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On inspection of recent researches anomalies are now ccumulating

that jibe with the Lévy flight foraging hypothesis. As in other 

branches of science, an existing paradigm can usually ccommodate

a few anomalies by either rejectin them, by demanding stronger 

evidence, or by ad hoc modifications. Nonetheless, a proliferation of 

anomalies signals the need for a paradigm shift. (Reynolds 2015. Physics of 

Life Reviews 14)

A more general hypothesis state that ‘Lévy walks emerge spontaneously 

and naturally from responses of animals to the environment but, if 

advantageous, then there could be selection against losing them. It is 

named  ‘free Lévy flight hypothesis’ to include a number of suboptimal 

strategies and different mechanisms originating Levy movements in 

organisms
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I will illustrate this concept with an example of 

Lévy movements which is not related to optimal

search but which provides wild animals with a 

adaptive mechanism which is fundamental for 

their life and reproduction
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What is navigation?

Are birds able to navigate?
Breeding 

area

Winter

area

Migration

corridor

Hhoming

AM

SM

Holland (2013) predicts

what a bird should do if

it is able to navigate

Experimental displacement

Animal movement after displacement

A sort of GPS in their brain?

What is navigation?

Are birds able to navigate?

If it is not able to 

navigate indeed:

Breeding 

area

Winter

area

Migration 

corridor

AM

SM

H

Experimental displacement

Animal movement after displacement
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Are there proofs that birds are able of long-range navigation in homing?

Homing pigeons (Walraff 2005) some hundreds of km

Several seabirds after displacement are able to recover their colony even

if released from >5000 km (e.g. Kenyon & Rice 1958)
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Are there proofs that birds are able of long-range navigation during migration?

Perdeck 1958 Starlings

Chernetsov et al  2008

Reed warblers

Thorup et al  2007

White-crowned sparrows

From Thorup & Holland 2009
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There are indications that birds are able of true navigation

How this task is accomplished?

� Olfactory navigation is demostrated in homing pigeons (Walraff, 2005 for a review) 

� Magnetic navigation is not supported in birds (but maybe it exhists in sea turtles)

� Path integration is undemostrated in birds but is present in desert ants Catagliphys

� Celestial cues, sun and stars work well as compasses but cannot give the longitude: to do  

that birds would need a much more precise clock they actually have

Attention! Let’s follow Kramer 

(1953): do not confound the map

with the compass!
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Throup & Holland 2009 conclude their

review: 

In a marine environment,

large stable odour plumes made up 

from dimethylsulphide (DMS)

make it possible that olfactory cues 

could play a role in a map

(Nevitt and Bonadonna, 2005). These 

hypotheses have not so far

been tested however.

We have performed such an experiment

We used 210 birds of three species of 

shearwaters Calonectris diomeda

(Mediterranean), C. borealis, (North 

atlantic) and C. edvardsii, (central Atlantic)

We fit birds with small GPS loggers

Corvo

Berlenga

Selvagem

Raso

Linosa

Maddalena Tremiti

There are many differences

in the availability of 

landmarks among these

colonies
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Odour concentration in the 

atmosphere changes continously

because of turbolence

We developed a mathematical model of odour

detection in a turbolent atmosphere

Detectable concentration

Odour concentration
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Nobody knows how an 

olfactory map may work. 

Walraff (2005) and Gagliardo 

(2014) presented some 

hypotheses upon which we

based our work

Gagliardo, 2014

Reynolds et al 2015
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Experimental data of all colonies were quite consistent with model’s

predictions

Here we report rank-

frequency plots of the 

distances between

reorientation points

determined according to 

Humphreys et al (2013) 

Data points (black circles) 

follow the prediction line 

(red) and not alternative 

model (green)
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Experimental data of all colonies were quite consistent with model’s

predictions
The relative variance of truncation exponents is

10 times largherà than the one of µ indicating

variable weather conditions

Goddamn! Not 2 as

predicted by the Lévy 

flight foraging hypothesis!

µ values are clustered

around 3/2 
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Conclusions

We unified 2 important, and since a long time highly-debated questions :

� The presence of an olfactory navigation map in wild bird species. No strong evidence 

has been previously given outside the case of homing pigeons

� We confirmed the reality of Lévy walks, an evidence which has been strongly 

contrasted by several authors (Edwards et al 2007), by applying updated statistical 

methodologies

We stressed the use of non-invasive methods. The sample size allowed for 

shearwaters by conservation agencies is around 10, a number which cannot 

yield firm conclusions

The gauntlet has been thrown to find out alternative mechanisms able to 

predict exponentially-truncated power laws with µ µ µ µ = 3/2 
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Conclusions

How far (reasonably) we may go forward with tis line of investigation?

� Thorup & Holland (2009) «suggest that the way forward is to ‘go wild’ – extending 

research on long-distance migratory birds into a natural setting” . 

� We give ornythologists a tool to discriminate the use of the olfactory map under 

natural conditions. Laboratory experiments are quite useful, of course, but cannot say

the final word in ecology!

� Hundreds of experiments have been performed on olfactory orientation of homing

pigeons (Papi et al 1971).  Despite the large amount of evidence collected so far 

(Wallraff 2005) somebody yet refuses this notion. Now they have a complete new 

method for testing such hypothesis
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Conclusions

How far (reasonably) we may go forward with tis line of investigation?

� Theoretical development suggests that homing and migration are two sides of the 

same coin. How to come back to the preferred location? Highly probable that our 

approach can be applied to avian migrations as well

� Technology may help! This is the essence of the development represented by 

‘movement ecology’ (Nathan et al 2008): miniaturization of GPS devices and lower and 

lower costs may help students to apply our or similar mathematical approaches on 

large numbers of birds

� Ornithologists usually believe that the «GPS of birds» is similar to the human one, 

purchasing navigation ability globally. However I’d suggest bird map works locally at

many hundreds, maybe 1 or 2 thousands of km. Few displacement experiments at very

large scale failed (Perdeck, 1967; Mewaldt, et al. 1973) suggesting that there are limits 

beyond which navigation fails
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Conclusions

How far (reasonably) we may go forward with this line of investigation?

� A Key point is that yearlings and adults exhibit different navigational capacities. We

know from pivotal papers by Berthold’s and coworkers that young passerine birds owe

a genetically determined compass direction during migration unrestless. However

performances of experienced birds are much sharper indicating true navigation ability.

The work is in progress: updates about researches and comments are updated in 

the research web site: 

http://www.fi.isc.cnr.it/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=167

Too much complicated? 

In google look at:"Levy flights" "avian olfactory navigation"
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Conclusions

Last but not the least, let me remind two scientists who devoted their life to this

problems and whom I met early in my scientific career: 

Albert Christiaan Perdeck, who, with the help of Niko Tinbergen, designed the first  

experiment to show the presence of avian navigation in starlings, using >11,000 birds, a 

sample size never matched again in  later reasearches

Floriano Papi, who teached me  what an olfactory map could be like and designed a set 

of very careful and smart experiments on the navigation of homing pigeons

Thanks for your attention


